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 1.1 Explore the global financial marketplace—players and playing field

 1.2 Consider how the theory of comparative advantage applies to multinational 
business

 1.3 Examine how international financial management differs from domestic financial 
management

 1.4 Discover the steps and stages of the globalization process

Multinational Financial Management: 
Opportunities and Challenges

The subject of this book is the financial management of multinational enterprises (MNEs)—
multinational financial management. MNEs are firms—both for-profit companies and not-
for-profit organizations—that have operations in more than one country and conduct their 
business through branches, foreign subsidiaries, or joint ventures with host country firms. 
That conduct of business comes with challenges, as suggested by the following news release 
from Procter & Gamble Co. (P&G), an American multinational consumer goods company:

“The October–December 2014 quarter was a challenging one with unprecedented 
currency devaluations,” said Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer A. G. 
Lafley. “Virtually every currency in the world devalued versus the U.S. dollar, with 
the Russian Ruble leading the way. While we continue to make steady progress on the 
strategic transformation of the company—which focuses P&G on about a dozen core 
categories and 70 to 80 brands, on leading brand growth, on accelerating meaningful 
product innovation, and increasing productivity savings—the considerable business 
portfolio, product innovation, and productivity progress was not enough to overcome 
foreign exchange.”

—P&G News Release, January 27, 2015.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The objects of a financier are, then, to secure an ample revenue; to impose it with judge-

ment and equality; to employ it economically; and, when necessity obliges him to make 

use of credit, to secure its foundations in that instance, and forever, by the clearness and 

candor of his proceedings, the exactness of his calculations, and the solidity of his funds.

—Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, 1790, p. 667.
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23Multinational Financial Management: Opportunities and Challenges  CHAPTER 1  

P&G is not alone. It is a brave new world, a new world in which digital startups may become 
multinational enterprises in hours—the micro-multinational, where the number of publicly 
traded companies on earth is shrinking, where the most challenging competitors are arising 
from emerging markets, and where more and more value is being created by “idea firms.”

The global marketplace is seeing radical change, from Brexit, the United Kingdom’s choice 
to exit the European Union, to the slowing and maturing of the global economy’s primary 
growth engine, the Chinese economy. Other seismic shifts are changing corporate identities, 
such as the growing role of the Chinese currency, the renminbi, or the sea change likely to 
come from the decision by the United States in late 2017 to slash the corporate income tax 
rate. Change is indeed the constant.

International financial management requires managers and leaders all over the world to 
identify and navigate the prospective returns and risks of the global financial marketplace. 
These risks may all occur on the playing field of the global financial marketplace, but they are 
still a question of management—of navigating complexity in pursuit of the goals of the firm 
and all of its varied stakeholders.

This first chapter provides a brief overview of the global financial landscape including 
foreign currency markets and financial institutions—the ground rules and nomenclature of 
the game. We then explore the foundations of comparative advantage, those forces differen-
tiating international from domestic finance. We conclude our introductory overview with the 
alternative paths firms may take in going global. The chapter concludes with a Mini-Case, 
Crowdfunding Kenya, that examines how the Internet and financial innovation are making 
capital more accessible to the people and businesses of the emerging world.

1.1 The Global Financial Marketplace
Business—domestic, international, global—involves the interaction of individuals and indi-
vidual organizations for the exchange of products, services, and capital across markets. The 
global capital markets and business marketplace are in many ways the field of play. This is the 
landscape upon which the daily activities of global business play out. Like all institutions cre-
ated by man, it is constantly changing, yet certain fundamental components rarely change. We 
begin by exploring the institutional and behavioral landscape of global business—specifically, 
the organizations and assets that make up the global financial marketplace.

Assets, Institutions, and Linkages
Exhibit 1.1 provides an overview of the global capital markets. One way to characterize the 
global financial marketplace is through its securities and institutions, all linked through the 
interbank market.

Securities. The securities—financial assets—at the heart of the global capital markets are the 
debt securities issued by governments (e.g., U.S. Treasury Bonds). These low-risk or risk-free 
securities form the foundation for the creation, trading, and pricing of other financial securities 
like bank loans, corporate bonds, and equities (stock). In recent years, a number of additional 
securities—derivatives—have been created from existing securities, the value of which is based 
on market value changes of the underlying securities. The health and security of the global 
financial system rely on the quality of these securities.

Institutions. The institutions of global finance are the central banks, which create and control 
each country’s money supply; the commercial banks, which take deposits and extend loans to 
businesses, both local and global; and the multitude of other financial institutions created to 
trade securities and derivatives. These institutions take many shapes and are subject to many 
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24 PART 1  Global Financial Environment

different regulatory frameworks. The health and security of the global financial system rely on 
the stability of these financial institutions.

Linkages. The links between the financial institutions, the actual fluid or medium for exchange, 
are the interbank networks using currency. The ready exchange of currencies in the global mar-
ketplace is the first and foremost necessary element for the conduct of financial trading, and the 
global currency markets are the largest markets in the world. The exchange of currencies, and 
the subsequent exchange of all other securities globally via currency, are conducted through the 
international interbank market. This network, whose primary price is the London Interbank 
Offered Rate (LIBOR), is the core component of the global financial system.

The movement of capital across currencies and continents for the conduct of business has 
existed in many different forms for thousands of years. Yet, it is only within the past 50 years 
that the velocity of these capital movements has increased to the pace of an electron in the 
digital marketplace. And it is only within the past 20 years that this market has been able to 
reach the most distant corners of the earth at any moment of the day. The result has been an 
explosion of innovative products and services—some for better and some for worse.

The Market for Currencies
The price of any one country’s currency in terms of another country’s currency is called 
a foreign currency exchange rate. For example, the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar 
(indicated by the symbols $ or USD) and the European euro (€ or EUR) may be stated as 
“1.1274 dollar per euro” or simply abbreviated as $1.1274/€. This exchange rate can also be 
stated as “EUR1.00 = USD1.1274.” Since most international business activities require at 

EXHIBIT 1.1 Global Capital Markets

Bank

Mortgage Loan

Corporate Loan

Corporate Bond

Bank

Interbank
Market
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The global capital market is a collection of institutions (central banks, commercial banks, investment banks, not-for-
profit financial institutions like the IMF and World Bank) and securities (bonds, mortgages, derivatives, loans, etc.),
which are all linked via a global network—the Interbank Market. This interbank market, in which securities of all
kinds are traded, is the critical pipeline system for the movement of capital.

The exchange of securities—the movement of capital in the global financial system—must all take place through
a vehicle—currency. The exchange of currencies is itself the largest of the financial markets. The interbank market,
which must pass-through and exchange securities using currencies, bases all of its pricing through the single most
widely quoted interest rate in the world—LIBOR (the London Interbank O…ered Rate).
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25Multinational Financial Management: Opportunities and Challenges  CHAPTER 1  

least one of the two parties in a business transaction to either pay or receive payment in a 
currency that is different from their own, an understanding of exchange rates is critical to the 
conduct of global business.

Currency Symbols. As noted, USD and EUR are often used as the symbols for the U.S. 
dollar and the European Union’s euro. These are the computer symbols (ISO-4217 codes) 
used today on the world’s digital networks. The financial press, however, has a rich history of 
using a variety of different symbols, and a variety of different abbreviations are commonly 
used. For example, the British pound sterling may be indicated by £ (the pound symbol), GBP 
(Great Britain pound), STG (British pound sterling), ST£ (pound sterling), or UKL or UK£ 
(United Kingdom pound). This book uses both the simpler common symbols—the $ (dollar), 
the € (euro), the ¥ (yen), the £ (pound)—and the three-letter ISO codes. In addition to symbols, 
some currencies are known by more than one name. For example, China’s currency is officially 
labeled the yuan and the renminbi.

Exchange Rate Quotations and Terminology. Exhibit 1.2 lists currency exchange rates 
for January 2, 2018, as would be quoted in New York or London. Each exchange rate listed is 
for a specific country’s currency against the U.S. dollar, the euro, and the British pound. The 
rate listed is termed a “midrate” because it is the middle or average of the rates at which cur-
rency traders buy currency (bid rate) and sell currency (offer rate).

The U.S. dollar has been the focal point of currency trading since the 1940s. As a result, 
most of the world’s currencies are quoted against the dollar—Mexican pesos per dollar, 
Brazilian reais per dollar, Hong Kong dollars per dollar, etc., but as shown in Exhibit 1.2, they 
can also be quoted against any other currency, including major currencies like the euro and 
pound. For example, the Japanese yen is commonly quoted against the dollar, euro, and pound, 
as ¥112.15 = $1.00, ¥135.08 = €1.00, and ¥152.29 = £1.00.

Quotation Conventions. Several of the world’s major currency exchange rates follow a spe-
cific quotation convention that is the result of tradition and history. The exchange rate between 
the U.S. dollar and the euro is always quoted as “dollars per euro” or $/€. For example, $1.1179 
listed in Exhibit 1.2 for “United States.” Similarly, the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar 
and the British pound is always quoted as “dollars per pound” or $/£. For example, $1.2933 
listed for “United States” in Exhibit 1.2. In addition, countries that were formerly members of 
the British Commonwealth will often be quoted against the U.S. dollar, as in U.S. dollars per 
Australian dollar.

If exchange rates never changed, the global financial marketplace would be a much kinder, 
simpler place. But, alas, that is not the case. Exchange rates change, and when they do, they 
alter the business results and competitiveness of all players on the playing field. As illustrated 
in Global Finance in Practice 1.1, it requires a careful calculation of even the amount of the 
change—percentage change. The change in exchange rates is the first example of our next 
subject—risk.

Financial Globalization and Risk
Back in the halcyon pre-crisis days of the late 20th and early 21st centuries, it was taken 
as self evident that financial globalization was a good thing. But the subprime crisis and 
eurozone dramas are shaking that belief . . . . [W]hat is the bigger risk now—particularly 
in the eurozone—is that financial globalization has created a system that is interconnected 
in some dangerous ways.

—“Crisis Fears Fuel Debate on Capital Controls,” Gillian Tett, Financial Times,  
December 15, 2011.
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26 PART 1  Global Financial Environment

EXHIBIT 1.2 Selected Global Currency Exchange Rates for January 2, 2018

Country Currency Symbol Code
Currency equal 

to 1 Dollar
Currency equal 

to 1 Euro
Currency equal 

to 1 Pound

Argentina peso Ps ARS 18.535 22.3254 25.1697
Australia dollar A$ AUD 1.2769 1.538 1.734
Brazil real R$ BRL 3.2634 3.9307 4.4315
Canada dollar C$ CAD 1.2505 1.5062 1.6981
Chile peso $ CLP 607.145 731.3062 824.4772
China yuan ¥ CNY 6.4967 7.8253 8.8222
Czech Republic koruna Kc CZK 21.1802 25.5115 28.7617
Denmark krone Dkr DKK 6.18 7.4439 8.3922
Egypt pound £ EGP 17.743 21.3714 24.0942
Germany euro € EUR 0.8302 1 1.1274
India rupee Rs INR 63.4468 76.4216 86.158
Indonesia rupiah Rp IDR 13,517.5000 16,281.8453 18,356.2021
Israel shekel Shk ILS 3.4585 4.1658 4.6965
Japan yen ¥ JPY 112.15 135.08 152.29
Kenya shilling KSh KES 103.25 124.3646 140.2091
Malaysia ringgit RM MYR 4.0195 4.8415 5.4583
Mexico new peso $ MXN 19.515 23.5058 26.5005
New Zealand dollar NZ$ NZD 1.4066 1.6942 1.9101
Nigeria naira N NGN 359.5 433.0178 488.1858
Norway krone NKr NOK 8.1381 9.8023 11.0511
Phillippines peso P PHP 49.92 60.1286 67.7892
Poland zloty — PLN 3.4555 4.1621 4.6924
Russia ruble R RUB 57.585 69.3611 78.198
Singapore dollar S$ SGD 1.3292 1.601 1.805
South Africa rand R ZAR 12.4588 15.0066 16.9185
South Korea won W KRW 1,061.2500 1,278.2758 1,441.1325
Sweden krona SKr SEK 8.1815 9.8546 11.1101
Switzerland franc Fr. CHF 0.9722 1.171 1.3202
Taiwan dollar T$ TWD 29.6 35.6532 40.1955
Thailand baht B THB 32.59 39.2547 44.2558
Turkey lira YTL TRY 3.763 4.5326 5.1101
United Kingdom pound £ GBP 0.7364 0.887 1
Ukraine hrywnja — UAH 28.1 33.8465 38.1586
Uruguay peso $U UYU 28.69 34.5571 38.9598
United States dollar $ USD 1 1.2045 1.358
Venezuela bolivar fuerte Bs VEB 9.9865 12.0287 13.5612
Vietnam dong d VND 22,710.5000 27,354.8415 30,839.9254
Special Drawing Right — — SDR 0.7003 0.8436 0.951

Note that a number of different currencies use the same symbol (for example both China and Japan have traditionally used the ¥ symbol, which means 
“round” or “circle,” for yen and yuan respectively. All quotes are mid-rates, and are drawn from the Financial Times.
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27Multinational Financial Management: Opportunities and Challenges  CHAPTER 1  

How to Calculate a Percentage 
Change in Spot Exchange Rates
The spot exchange rate is the foreign exchange market price 
of one currency in terms of another, available for immedi-
ate delivery at the earliest possible value date. With a daily 
trade volume exceeding USD 2 trillion, spot foreign exchange 
rates change almost every second and can be largely affected 
by major economic and political events. The  British pound 
has suffered from lots of volatility since the June 2016 Brexit 
referendum, in which the UK voted to leave the European 
Union bloc. Let us try and trace the impact on the pound 
since 2016.

If your home currency is the euro (EUR), what is the per-
cent change in the value of the British pound (GBP)? The cal-
culation depends upon the designated home currency.

Foreign Currency Terms

On June 23 2016, the Brexit vote day, the pound traded at 
1.2774 against the euro. By the last quarter of 2019, the 
United Kingdom was unable to reach a Brexit deal. As a result, 
the pound dropped to 1.1570 against the euro.

 %∆ =
Begin rate - End rate

End rate
* 100

 =
GBP 0.7828 - GBP 0.8643

GBP 0.8643
* 100 = -9.43%

The British pound fell in value 9.43% against the euro. Note that 
it takes more pounds per euro, and  the calculation resulted in 
a negative value, both characteristics of a fall in value.

Home Currency Terms

When the home currency price (the price, EUR) for a foreign 
currency (the unit, GBP) is used—the reciprocals of the foreign 

exchange quotes above—the formula for the percent change 
in the foreign currency is

 %∆ =
End rate - Begin rate

Begin rate
* 100

 =
EUR 1.1570 - EUR 1.2774

EUR 1.2774
* 100 = -9.43%

The calculation yields the identical percentage change, a fall in 
the value of the pound by 9.43%. Many people find the home 
currency terms calculation to be the more “intuitive,” because 
it reminds them of a general percentage change calculation 
(ending less beginning over beginning); however, one must 
be careful to remember that these are exchanges of currency 
for currency, and the currency that is designated as the home 
currency is significant.

2019 Fall of the British Pound

The fall of the British pound between in 2019 serves as 
a clear example of percentage change. The euro/pound 
exchange rate reached a historical low of 1.0742 on August 
9 of 2019. This was basically attributed to a slide in year-
on-year economic growth to 1.2% from 1.8%. This is the 
first impact of the withdrawal of financial institutions and 
businesses from London. Gloom increased, especially that 
there were strong rumors of an impending Brexit stalemate. 

 %∆ =
End rate - Begin rate

Begin rate
* 100

 =
EUR 1.0742 - EUR 1.2774

EUR 1.2774
* 100 = -15.91%

Such substantial devaluations are not conducive to attract-
ing investments. In fact, they could further contribute to the 
outflow of funds from the United Kingdom. 

GLOBAL FINANCE IN PRACTICE 1.1

Much of the discussion dominating global financial markets today is centered around the 
complexity of risks associated with financial globalization—the discussion goes far beyond 
whether such globalization is simply good or bad, and encompasses ways to lead and manage 
multinational firms in the rapidly moving marketplace. The following is but a sampling of risks 
that must be explored, considered, and ultimately, managed.

 ■ The international monetary system, an eclectic mix of floating and managed fixed 
exchange rates, is under constant scrutiny. The rise of the Chinese renminbi is chang-
ing much of the world’s outlook on currency exchange, reserve currencies, and the 
roles of the dollar and the euro (see Chapter 2).

 ■ Large fiscal deficits, including the continuing eurozone crisis, plague most of the 
major trading countries of the world, complicating fiscal and monetary policies, and, 
ultimately, leading to the use of negative interest rates in an attempt to stimulate 
economies and protect currencies (see Chapter 3).
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28 PART 1  Global Financial Environment

 ■ Many countries experience continuing balance of payments imbalances, and in some 
cases, dangerously large deficits and surpluses—whether it be the twin surpluses 
enjoyed by China, the current account surplus of Germany, or the continuing current 
account deficits of the United States and United Kingdom, all will inevitably move 
exchange rates (see Chapter 3).

 ■ Ownership and governance vary dramatically across the world. The publicly traded 
company is not the dominant global business organization—the privately held or 
family-owned business is the prevalent structure—and goals and measures of per-
formance vary across business models (see Chapter 4).

 ■ Global capital markets that normally provide the means to lower a firm’s cost of 
capital, and even more critically, increase the availability of capital, have in many 
ways shrunk in size and have become less open and accessible to many of the world’s 
organizations (see Chapter 2).

 ■ Today’s emerging markets are confronted with a new dilemma: the problem of first 
being the recipients of capital inflows, and then of experiencing rapid and massive 
capital outflows. Financial globalization has resulted in the ebb and flow of capital 
into and out of both industrial and emerging markets, greatly complicating financial 
management (Chapters 5 and 8).

Eurocurrencies and Eurocurrency Interest Rates
One of the major linkages of global money and capital markets is the eurocurrency market.

Eurocurrencies. Eurocurrencies are domestic currencies of one country on deposit in a 
second country. For example, a U.S. dollar deposit in a British bank, a eurodollar deposit, is 
one type of eurocurrency. Banks will pay interest on these deposits—eurocurrency interest—
depending on the agreed upon maturity—a period ranging from overnight to more than a year 
or longer. Eurocurrency deposits are digitally transferred between banks.

The eurocurrency market serves two valuable purposes: (1) eurocurrency deposits are 
an efficient and convenient money market device for holding excess corporate liquidity; and 
(2) the eurocurrency market is a major source of short-term bank loans to finance corporate 
working capital needs, including the financing of imports and exports.

Any convertible currency can exist in “euro” form. Note that this use of the “euro” prefix 
should not be confused with the European currency called the euro. The eurocurrency mar-
ket includes eurosterling (British pounds deposited outside the United Kingdom); euroeuros 
(euros on deposit outside the eurozone); euroyen (Japanese yen deposited outside Japan); and 
eurodollars  (U.S. dollars deposited outside the U.S.).

Banks in which eurocurrencies are deposited are called eurobanks. A eurobank is a finan-
cial intermediary that simultaneously bids for time deposits and makes loans in a currency 
other than that of its home currency. Eurobanks are major world banks that conduct a euro-
currency business in addition to all other banking functions. Thus, the eurocurrency operation 
that qualifies a bank for the name eurobank is, in fact, a department of a large commercial 
bank, and the name springs from the performance of this function.

The modern eurocurrency market was born shortly after World War II. Eastern European 
holders of dollars, including the various state trading banks of the Soviet Union, were afraid 
to deposit their dollar holdings in the United States because those deposits might be attached 
by U.S. residents with claims against communist governments. Therefore, Eastern Europeans 
deposited their dollars in Western Europe, particularly with two Soviet banks: the Moscow 
Narodny Bank in London and the Banque Commerciale pour l’Europe du Nord in Paris. 
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29Multinational Financial Management: Opportunities and Challenges  CHAPTER 1  

The Rocketing Swiss Franc
The Swiss franc has been fighting its appreciation against 
the European euro for years. Not a member of the European 
Union, and possessing one of the world’s most stable curren-
cies for over a century, Switzerland is, however, an economy 
and a currency completely encased within the eurozone.

In 2011, in an attempt to stop the Swiss franc from con-
tinuing to grow in value against the euro (stop its apprecia-
tion), the Swiss Central Bank announced a “floor” on its value 
against the euro of 1.20 Swiss francs to 1 euro. To preserve 
this value, the Bank would intervene in the market by buying 
euros with Swiss francs anytime the market exchange rate 
threatened to hit the floor.

In early 2015, the markets continued to try and push the 
Swiss franc’s value up against the euro (which means pushing 
its exchange value to lower than 1.20 Swiss francs per euro). 
The Swiss Central Bank continued to intervene, buying euros 
with Swiss francs and accumulating more and more euros in 
its reserves of foreign currency. The Bank had also set cen-
tral bank interest rates at negative levels—yes, negative. This 
meant that the Bank charged depositors to hold Swiss franc 
deposits, an effort to dissuade investors from exchanging any 
currency, including the euro, for Swiss francs.

But the European Union’s economies continued to strug-
gle in 2014, and early reports of economic activity in 2015 
were showing further slowing. Investors wished to exit the 
euro, fearing its future fall in value. The European Central Bank 

GLOBAL FINANCE IN PRACTICE 1.2

These banks redeposited the funds in other Western banks, especially in London. Additional 
dollar deposits were received from various central banks in Western Europe, which elected to 
hold part of their dollar reserves in this form to obtain a higher yield. Commercial banks also 
placed their dollar balances in the market because specific maturities could be negotiated in 
the eurodollar market. Such companies found it financially advantageous to keep their dollar 
reserves in the higher-yielding eurodollar market. Various holders of international refugee 
funds also supplied funds.

Although the basic causes of the growth of the eurocurrency market are economic 
efficiencies, many unique institutional events during the 1950s and 1960s contributed to 
its growth.

 ■ In 1957, British monetary authorities responded to a weakening of the pound by 
imposing tight controls on U.K. bank lending in sterling to nonresidents of the United 
Kingdom. Encouraged by the Bank of England, U.K. banks turned to dollar lending 
as the only alternative that would allow them to maintain their leading position in 
world finance. For this they needed dollar deposits.

 ■ Although New York was “home base” for the dollar and had a large domestic money 
and capital market, international trading in the dollar centered in London because of 
that city’s expertise in international monetary matters and its proximity in time and 
distance to major customers.

 ■ Additional support for a European-based dollar market came from the balance of 
payments difficulties of the U.S. during the 1960s, which temporarily segmented the 
U.S. domestic capital market.

Ultimately, however, the eurocurrency market continues to thrive because it is a large 
international money market relatively free from governmental regulation and interference. 
The freedom from government interference, or even the relative security and stability offered 
by some governments over time, is the subject of our second Global Finance in Practice, 1.2, 
The Rocketing Swiss Franc.

(continued )
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30 PART 1  Global Financial Environment

had added to their anxiety as it had announced that it would 
be undertaking expansionary government debt purchases—
quantitative easing—(expansionary monetary policy) to kick-
start the sluggish EU economy.

On the morning of January 15, 2015, the Swiss Cen-
tral Bank shocked the markets by announcing that it was 

abandoning the 1.20 floor and cutting interest rates further 
(more negative). It had concluded that with the forthcoming 
monetary expansion from the ECB, there was no longer any 
way to keep the floodgates closed. The Swiss franc, as illus-
trated, appreciated versus the euro in minutes. For two of the 
world’s major currencies, it was a very eventful day.

Swiss Franc’s Appreciation by the Minute . . . January 2015
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Eurocurrency Interest Rates. The reference rate of interest in the eurocurrency market 
is the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR). LIBOR is the most widely accepted rate of 
interest used in standardized quotations, loan agreements, or financial derivatives valuations. 
The use of interbank offered rates, however, is not confined to London. Most major domes-
tic financial centers construct their own interbank offered rates for local loan agreements. 
Examples of such rates include PIBOR (Paris Interbank Offered Rate), MIBOR (Madrid 
Interbank Offered Rate), SIBOR (Singapore Interbank Offered Rate), and FIBOR (Frankfurt 
Interbank Offered Rate), to name just a few.

The key factor attracting both depositors and borrowers to the eurocurrency loan market 
is the narrow interest rate spread within that market. The difference between deposit and loan 
rates is often less than 1%. Interest spreads in the eurocurrency market are small for many 
reasons. Low lending rates exist because the eurocurrency market is a wholesale market where 
deposits and loans are made in amounts of $500,000 or more on an unsecured basis. Borrowers 
are usually large corporations or government entities that qualify for low rates because of their 
credit standing and because the transaction size is large. In addition, overhead assigned to the 
eurocurrency operation by participating banks is small.

Deposit rates are higher in the eurocurrency markets than in most domestic currency mar-
kets because the financial institutions offering eurocurrency activities are not subject to many of 
the regulations and reserve requirements imposed on traditional domestic banks and banking 
activities. With these costs removed, rates are subject to more competitive pressures, deposit rates 
are higher, and loan rates are lower. A second major area of cost savings associated with euro-
currency markets is that deposit insurance (such as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
FDIC) and other assessments paid on deposits in the United States, for example, are unnecessary.
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31Multinational Financial Management: Opportunities and Challenges  CHAPTER 1  

1.2 The Theory of Comparative Advantage
The theory of comparative advantage provides a basis for explaining and justifying interna-
tional trade in a model world assumed to enjoy free trade, perfect competition, no uncertainty, 
costless information, and no government interference. The theory’s origins lie in the work of 
Adam Smith, and particularly his seminal book, The Wealth of Nations, published in 1776. 
Smith sought to explain why the division of labor in productive activities, and subsequently 
international trade of goods produced, increased the quality of life for all citizens. Smith based 
his work on the concept of absolute advantage, with every country specializing in the produc-
tion of those goods for which it was uniquely suited. More would be produced for less. Thus, 
with each country specializing in products for which it possessed absolute advantage, coun-
tries could produce more in total and trade for goods that were cheaper in price than those 
produced at home.

In his work On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, published in 1817, David 
Ricardo sought to take the basic ideas set down by Adam Smith a few logical steps further. 
Ricardo noted that even if a country possessed absolute advantage in the production of two 
goods, it might still be relatively more efficient than the other country in one good’s production 
than the production of the other good. Ricardo termed this comparative advantage. Each coun-
try would then possess comparative advantage in the production of one of the two products, and 
both countries would benefit by specializing completely in one product and trading for the other.

Although international trade might have approached the comparative advantage model 
during the nineteenth century, it certainly does not today, for a variety of reasons. Countries do 
not appear to specialize only in those products that could be most efficiently produced by that 
country’s particular factors of production. Instead, governments interfere with comparative 
advantage for a variety of economic and political reasons, such as to achieve full employment, 
economic development, national self-sufficiency in defense-related industries, and protection 
of an agricultural sector’s way of life. Government interference takes the form of tariffs, quotas, 
and other non-tariff restrictions.

At least two of the factors of production—capital and technology—now flow directly and 
easily between countries, rather than only indirectly through traded goods and services. This 
direct flow occurs between related subsidiaries and affiliates of multinational firms, as well 
as between unrelated firms via loans and license and management contracts. Even labor can 
flow between countries to varying degrees, such as immigrants into the European Union from 
North Africa and the Middle East, and then in turn between states in the EU.

Modern factors of production are more numerous than in this simple model. Factors con-
sidered in the location of production facilities worldwide include managerial skills, a depend-
able legal structure for settling contract disputes, research and development competence, 
educational levels of available workers, energy resources, consumer demand for brand-name 
goods, mineral and raw material availability, access to capital, tax differentials, supporting 
infrastructure (roads, ports, and communication facilities), and possibly others. Although the 
terms of trade are ultimately determined by supply and demand, the process by which the terms 
are set is different from that visualized in traditional trade theory. They are determined partly 
by administered pricing in oligopolistic markets.

Comparative advantage shifts over time as less-developed countries become more devel-
oped and realize their latent opportunities. For example, over the past 150 years, comparative 
advantage in producing cotton textiles has shifted from the United Kingdom to the United 
States, to Japan, to Hong Kong, to Taiwan, and to China. The classical model of comparative 
advantage also does not address certain other issues such as the effect of uncertainty and 
information costs, the role of differentiated products in imperfectly competitive markets, and 
economies of scale.
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32 PART 1  Global Financial Environment

Nevertheless, although the world is a long way from the pure theory of comparative 
advantage, the general principle of comparative advantage is still valid. The closer the world 
gets to true international specialization, the more world production and consumption can be 
increased, provided that the problem of equitable distribution of the benefits can be solved 
to the satisfaction of consumers, producers, and political leaders. Complete specialization, 
however, remains an unrealistic limiting case, just as perfect competition is a limiting case in 
microeconomic theory.

Comparative advantage is still a relevant theory to explain why particular countries are 
most suitable for exports of goods and services that support the global supply chain of both 
MNEs and domestic firms. The comparative advantage of the twenty-first century, however, is 
one that is based more on services, and their cross-border facilitation by telecommunications 
and the Internet. The source of a nation’s comparative advantage, however, is still the mixture 
of its own labor skills, access to capital, and technology.

For example, India has developed a highly efficient and low-cost software industry. This 
industry supplies not only the creation of custom software, but also call centers for customer 
support, and other information technology services. The Indian software industry is com-
posed of subsidiaries of MNEs and independent companies. If you own a Hewlett-Packard 
computer and call the customer support center number for help, you are likely to reach a 
call center in India. Answering your call will be a knowledgeable Indian software engineer 
or programmer who will “walk you through” your problem. India has a large number of 
well-educated, English-speaking technical experts who are paid only a fraction of the salary 
and overhead earned by their U.S. counterparts. The overcapacity and low cost of interna-
tional telecommunication networks today further enhance the comparative advantage of 
an Indian location.

The extent of global outsourcing is already reaching every corner of the globe. From 
financial back offices in Manila, to information technology engineers in Hungary, modern 
telecommunications now bring business activities to labor rather than moving labor to the 
places of business.

1.3 What Is Different about International Financial Management?
Exhibit 1.3 details some of the main differences between international and domestic financial 
management. These component differences include institutions, corporate governance, foreign 
exchange, and political risks, and the modifications required of financial theory and financial 
instruments. As illustrated in Global Finance in Practice 1.3, foreign exchange risks impact all 
businesses, even the digital specter of the Pokémon.

Multinational financial management requires an understanding of cultural, historical, and 
institutional differences such as those affecting corporate governance. Although both domestic 
firms and MNEs are exposed to foreign exchange risks, MNEs alone face certain unique risks, 
such as political risks, that are not normally a threat to domestic operations. MNEs also face 
other risks that can be classified as extensions of domestic finance theory.

For example, the normal domestic approach to the cost of capital, sourcing debt and 
equity, capital budgeting, working capital management, taxation, and credit analysis need to be 
modified to accommodate foreign complexities. Moreover, a number of financial instruments 
that are used in domestic financial management have been modified for use in international 
financial management. Examples are foreign currency options and futures, interest rate and 
currency swaps, and letters of credit.
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33Multinational Financial Management: Opportunities and Challenges  CHAPTER 1  

The Peso, Dollar, Yen—and  
Pokémon GO
The launch of Pokémon GO had been a bit delayed, from January 
to July 2016, but was highly successful when the game did 
finally hit the market. By August, people all over the world 
were wandering about with their phone in hand in search of 
Pokéstops and Pokémon. But despite all its success, for one 
of its owners—Nintendo of Japan (holding part interest)— 
it was not proving to be all that profitable. The problem was 
exchange rates. The Japanese yen had been gaining in value 
against most of the world’s currencies, including the U.S. 
dollar. And in turn, many emerging market country currencies 
like the Mexican peso had been weakening against the dollar.

Consider the case of Crystal Gomez of Mexico City. Crystal 
purchased 100 Pokécoins for 17 Mexican pesos (MXN or Ps). 
The price of the Pokécoins in U.S. dollars in January 2016 would 
have equaled $0.9798 when converted to U.S. dollars (USD 
or $) at the spot exchange rate of Ps17.35/$ in January 2016.

 PriceJan 2016
$ =

Price in pesos
Spot exchange rate in pesos per dollar

 =
Ps17

Ps17.35/$
= $0.9798

Crystal’s payment would go to Niantic (U.S.), the primary 
developer of Pokémon GO. Nintendo of Japan would only 
receive its share of the sale proceeds after being converted 
from U.S. dollars to Japanese yen (JPY or ¥). In January, 
the spot exchange rate between the dollar and the yen was 
¥119.00/$, so Nintendo could have earned ¥116.60 on the 
sale to Crystal Gomez.

Nintendo proceeds in ¥Jan 2016 = Proceeds$ * Spot rate (¥/$)

 = $0.9798 * ¥119.00/$

 = ¥116.60

Unfortunately for Nintendo, by August, the Mexican peso was 
down to Ps18.75/$, and the dollar was down to ¥102.50/$, 
so the yen proceeds from Crystal’s purchase had fallen by 
25.5%, from ¥116.60 to only ¥92.93.

 Nintendo proceeds in ¥Aug 2016 =
Ps17

Ps18.75/$
* ¥102.50/$

 = ¥92.93

Unfortunately, the original launch date had slid from January 
to late July, and during that time exchange rates had moved 
against Nintendo.

GLOBAL FINANCE IN PRACTICE 1.3

EXHIBIT 1.3 What Is Different about International Financial Management?

Concept International Domestic

Culture, history, and institutions Each foreign country is unique and not 
always understood by MNE management

Each country has a known base case

Corporate governance Foreign countries’ regulations and 
institutional practices are all uniquely 
different

Regulations and institutions are well 
known

Foreign exchange risk MNEs face foreign exchange risks due to 
their subsidiaries, as well as import/export 
and foreign competitors

Foreign exchange risks from import/
export and foreign competition (no 
subsidiaries)

Political risk MNEs face political risk because of their 
foreign subsidiaries and high profile

Negligible political risks

Modification of domestic finance 
theories

MNEs must modify finance theories like 
capital budgeting and the cost of capital 
because of foreign complexities

Traditional financial theory applies

Modification of domestic 
financial instruments

MNEs utilize modified financial instruments 
such as options, forwards, swaps, and 
letters of credit

Limited use of financial instruments 
and derivatives because of few foreign 
exchange and political risks
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34 PART 1  Global Financial Environment

The main theme of this book is to analyze how an MNE’s financial management evolves 
as it pursues global strategic opportunities and as new constraints emerge. In this chapter, we 
introduce the challenges and risks associated with Aidan Corporation (Aidan), a company we 
use as an example throughout this book. Aidan is a company evolving from being domestic 
in scope to becoming truly multinational. The discussion includes constraints that a company 
will face in terms of managerial goals and governance as it becomes increasingly involved in 
multinational operations. But first we need to clarify the unique value proposition and advan-
tages that the MNE was created to exploit. 

Market Imperfections: A Rationale for the Existence of the Multinational Firm 
MNEs strive to take advantage of imperfections in national markets for products, factors of 
production, and financial assets. Imperfections in the market for products translate into market 
opportunities for MNEs. Large international firms are better able to exploit such competitive 
factors as economies of scale, managerial and technological expertise, product differentiation, 
and financial strength than are their local competitors. In fact, MNEs thrive best in markets 
characterized by international oligopolistic competition, where these factors are particularly 
critical. In addition, once MNEs have established a physical presence abroad, they are in a 
better position than purely domestic firms to identify and implement market opportunities 
through their own internal information network.

Why Do Firms Go Global?
Strategic motives drive the decision to invest abroad and become an MNE. These motives can 
be summarized under the following categories:

1. Market seekers produce in foreign markets either to satisfy local demand or to export to 
markets other than their home market. U.S. automobile firms manufacturing in Europe 
for local consumption are an example of market-seeking motivation.

2. Raw material seekers extract raw materials wherever they can be found, either for export 
or for further processing and sale in the country in which they are found—the host country. 
Firms in the oil, mining, plantation, and forest industries fall into this category.

3. Production efficiency seekers produce in countries where one or more of the factors 
of production are underpriced relative to their productivity. Labor-intensive produc-
tion of electronic components in Taiwan, Malaysia, and Mexico is an example of this 
motivation.

4. Knowledge seekers operate in foreign countries to gain access to technology or managerial 
expertise. For example, German, Dutch, and Japanese firms have purchased U.S. electron-
ics firms for their technology.

5. Political safety seekers acquire or establish new operations in countries that are considered 
unlikely to expropriate or interfere with private enterprise. For example, Hong Kong firms 
invested heavily in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia in anticipa-
tion of the consequences of China’s 1997 takeover of the British colony.

These five types of strategic considerations are not mutually exclusive. Forest products 
firms seeking wood fiber in Brazil, for example, may also find a large Brazilian market for a 
portion of their output.

In industries characterized by worldwide oligopolistic competition, each of the above 
strategic motives should be subdivided into proactive and defensive investments. Proactive 
investments are designed to enhance the growth and profitability of the firm itself. Defensive 
investments are designed to deny growth and profitability to the firm’s competitors. Examples 
of the latter are investments that try to preempt a market before competitors can get estab-
lished in it, or capture raw material sources and deny them to competitors.
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You the Professional and Multinational Financial Management
So where do you fit professionally within the global landscape of multinational finance? Mass 
media has a tendency to characterize the global marketplace by corporate names—IBM, 
Lafarge, Rolls-Royce, Tata, Google, Apple, Haier, Cemex—among thousands. But these mul-
tinational enterprises are made up of people—hard-working, ambitious, driven, experienced, 
educated, talented people. As a student of global business, you need to develop the skills, 
knowledge, and insights to not only be one of those people, but also to excel.

In the recent past, much of the business development in these companies was led by 
cross-functional teams, combining marketing, operations, finance, the supply chain, among 
others. So the international financial elements of any prospective business deal were handled 
by a specialist. In that arena, a professional like yourself who understands the implications of 
cross-border risks arising from currencies, interest rates, commodity prices, capital controls, and 
political risks could work within your team to elevate the financial concerns relevant to the 
successful execution of the business. This is the international financial professional.

But the pace of global business, and the organizational structure of global business, are 
changing. Teams are increasingly virtual and unique, each team custom-tailored for the busi-
ness proposal or opportunity, and often drawing upon the available talent across geographies, 
markets, and cultures. Organizational agility, a phrase often used to describe decision-making 
rather than the decision-makers, requires different skills. This requires business professionals 
who are fundamentally competent over a broader array of functional fields—and that would 
include more than a passing knowledge of multinational finance and how it impacts invest-
ments and operations. And as more organizations empower their people, more of their people 
on all levels of global enterprises, and hold them accountable for outcomes, knowledge of the 
financial dimensions of the business in the international business environment is more and 
more a concern for all; that’s you.

1.4 The Globalization Process
Aidan Corporation is a hypothetical Irish firm that is used as an illustrative example 
throughout the book to demonstrate the phases of the globalization process—the structural 
and managerial changes and challenges experienced by a firm as it moves its operations from 
domestic to global.

Global Transition I: Domestic Phase to the International Trade Phase
Aidan is a young firm that manufactures and distributes an array of telecommunication equip-
ment. Its initial strategy is to develop a sustainable competitive advantage in the Irish market. 
Like many other young firms, it is constrained by its small size, competitors, and lack of access 
to cheap and plentiful sources of capital. The top half of Exhibit 1.4 shows Aidan in its early 
domestic phase.

Aidan sells its products in euros to Irish customers and buys its manufacturing and 
service inputs from Irish suppliers, paying euros. The creditworthiness of all suppliers and 
buyers is established under European practices and procedures. A potential issue for Aidan 
at this time is that, although Aidan is not international or global in its operations, some of 
its competitors, suppliers, or buyers may be. This is often the impetus to push a firm like 
Aidan into the first phase of the globalization process—into international trade. Aidan was 
founded in Dublin by Aidan McClafferty in 1960 to make telecommunication equipment. 
The family-owned business expanded slowly but steadily over the following 60 years. The 
demands of continual technological investment in the 1990s, however, required that the firm 
raise additional equity capital in order to compete. This need for capital led to its initial 
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36 PART 1  Global Financial Environment

public offering (IPO) in 1998. As a publicly traded Irish company on Euronext Dublin, 
Aidan’s management sought to create value for its shareholders.

As Aidan became a visible and viable competitor in the Irish market, strategic opportu-
nities arose to expand the firm’s market reach by exporting products and services to one or 
more foreign markets. The European Economic Area (EEA) made trade with other European 
countries such as Norway and Iceland attractive. This second phase of the globalization process 
is shown in the lower half of Exhibit 1.4.

Aidan responded to these globalization forces by importing inputs from Norwegian sup-
pliers and making export sales to Icelandic buyers. We define this phase of the globaliza-
tion process as the International Trade Phase. Exporting and importing products and services 
increase the demands of financial management over and above the traditional requirements 
of the domestic-only business in two ways. First, direct foreign exchange risks are now borne 
by the firm. Aidan may now need to quote prices in foreign currencies, accept payment in for-
eign currencies, or pay suppliers in foreign currencies. As the values of currencies change from 
minute to minute in the global marketplace, Aidan will increasingly experience significant 
risks from the changing values associated with these foreign currency payments and receipts.

Second, the evaluation of the credit quality of foreign buyers and sellers is now more 
important than ever. Reducing the possibility of non-payment for exports and non-delivery 
of imports becomes a key financial management task during the international trade phase. 
This credit risk management task is much more difficult in international business, as buyers 
and suppliers are new, subject to differing business practices and legal systems, and generally 
more challenging to assess.

Global Transition II: The International Trade Phase to the Multinational Phase
If Aidan is successful in its international trade activities, the time will come when the global-
ization process will progress to the next phase. Aidan will soon need to establish foreign sales 
and service affiliates. This step is often followed by establishing manufacturing operations 

EXHIBIT 1.4 Aidan Corp: Initiation of the Globalization Process

Irish Buyers
(domestic customers)

Icelandic Buyers
(international customers)

Norwegian Suppliers
(international suppliers)

All euro denominated transactions
under European Union credit 

laws and practices

Aidan
Corporation

(Cork, Ireland)

Irish Suppliers
(domestic suppliers)

Phase 1: Domestic Operations

Norwegian krone, Icelandic krona, or
euro denominated transactions?

Are suppliers and customers creditworthy?

Phase 2: Expansion into International Trade
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37Multinational Financial Management: Opportunities and Challenges  CHAPTER 1  

abroad or by licensing foreign firms to produce and service Aidan’s products. The multitude 
of issues and activities associated with this second, larger global transition is the real focus 
of this book.

Aidan’s continued globalization will require it to identify the sources of its competitive 
advantage, and with that knowledge, expand its intellectual capital and physical presence glob-
ally. A variety of strategic alternatives are available to Aidan—the foreign direct investment 
sequence—as shown in Exhibit 1.5. These alternatives include the creation of foreign sales 
offices, the licensing of the company name and everything associated with it, and the manu-
facturing and distribution of its products to other firms in foreign markets.

As Aidan moves further down and to the right in Exhibit 1.5, the extent of its physical 
presence in foreign markets increases. It may now own its own distribution and produc-
tion facilities, and ultimately, it may want to acquire other companies. Once Aidan owns 
assets and enterprises in foreign countries, it has entered the multinational phase of its 
globalization.

The Multinational Enterprise’s Consolidated Financial Results
Aidan will create more and more foreign subsidiaries as it expands globally. Some MNEs may 
only have one foreign subsidiary, while others, like Johnson & Johnson (U.S.), have nearly 200. 
Each subsidiary will have its own set of financial statements and results (income statement, 
balance sheet, and statement of cash flow). Each subsidiary is also likely operating in a dif-
ferent currency, subject to differing tax rates, accounting practices such as depreciation, and a 
multitude of other financial parameters. The company, however, must periodically consolidate 
all those financial results and report them in the currency of its home country.

EXHIBIT 1.5 Aidan’s Foreign Direct Investment Sequence

Greater
Foreign
Investment

Requiring Putting More
and More Capital at Risk

Greater
Foreign
Presence

Requiring a Higher
Level of Managerial Intensity

Production Abroad

Control/Own Assets Abroad

Exploit Existing Advantage
Abroad

Production at Home:
Exporting

Licensed Manufacturing

Change
Competitive Advantage

Aidan Corporation

Wholly Owned SubsidiaryJoint Venture

Acquisition of a 
Foreign EnterpriseGreenfield Investment
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38 PART 1  Global Financial Environment

Exhibit 1.6 illustrates a simplified income statement consolidation for Aidan. Assuming 
that Ireland-based Aidan has two foreign subsidiaries, one in Malaysia and one in Turkey, in 
addition to its Ireland operations, it converts the various income statement items to euros 
from Malaysian ringgit and Turkish lira at the average exchange rate for each currency pair 
for the period (in this case, the year). As we will see in later chapters, this process results in a 
number of currency risks and exposures, as exchange rates may change in ways that increase 
or decrease consolidated results.

The Limits to Financial Globalization
The theories of international business and international finance introduced in this chapter
have long argued that with an increasingly open and transparent global marketplace in which 
capital may flow freely, capital will increasingly flow and support countries and companies 
based on the theory of comparative advantage. Since the mid-twentieth century, this has indeed 
been the case as more and more countries have pursued more open and competitive markets. 
But the past decade has seen the growth of a new kind of limit or impediment to financial 
globalization: the increasing influence and self-enrichment of organizational insiders.

One possible representation of this process can be seen in Exhibit 1.7. If influential insiders 
in corporations and sovereign states continue to pursue the increase in firm value, there will 
be a definite and continuing growth in financial globalization. But, if these same influential 
insiders pursue their own personal agendas, which may increase their personal power and 
influence or personal wealth, or both, then capital will not flow into these sovereign states 
and corporations. The result is the growth of financial inefficiency and the segmentation of 
globalization outcomes, creating winners and losers. As we will see throughout this book, this 
barrier to international finance may indeed become increasingly troublesome. This growing 
dilemma is also something of a composite of what this book is about. The three fundamental 

EXHIBIT 1.6 Selected Consolidated Income Results for Aidan (Ireland)

As an Ireland-based multinational company, Aidan must consolidate the financial results (in this case, sales and earnings 
from the income statements) of foreign subsidiaries. This requires converting foreign currency values into euros.

Country Currency
Sales  

(millions)
Avg Exchange  
Rate for Year

Sales  
(millions)

Percent  
of Total

Ireland Euro (€) €400 €400 61.3%
Malaysia Malaysian ringgit 

(MYR)
MYR 500 MYR 4.59 = €1.00 €108.9 16.7%

Turkey Turkish lira ( ) 900 6.28 = €1.00 €143.3 22.0%
€652.2 100%

Country Currency
Earnings 
(millions)

Avg Exchange  
Rate for Year

Earnings  
(millions)

Percent  
of Total

Ireland Euro (€) €38.1 €38.1 58.9%
Malaysia Malaysian ringgit 

(MYR)
MYR 43.75 MYR 4.59 = €1.00 €9.53 14.7%

Turkey Turkish lira ( ) 107.1 6.28 = €1.00 €17.05 26.4%
€64.68 100%

Aidan, for the year shown, generated 61.3% of its global sales in Ireland, with those sales making up 58.9% of its 
 consolidated profits. From quarter to quarter and year to year, both the financial performance of the individual subsid-
iaries will change in addition to exchange rates.
* This is a simplified consolidation. Actual consolidation accounting practices require a number of specific line item adjustments not shown here.
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ESG Investment 

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) refer to the 
three sets of criteria of sustainability commonly applied 
to firms. Environmental criteria measure a firm’s energy 
employment, waste management, emissions and other 
kinds of pollution, etc. Social criteria examine a firm’s rela-
tionship with various stakeholders such as employees, cli-
ents, suppliers, and the community at large. Governance 
criteria judge a firm’s accounting and investment practices, 
whistleblower protection, and prevention of conflicts of 
interest among its shareholders, management, and board 
members.

While ESG criteria help ensure that a firm invests respon-
sibly and avoids activities that are harmful to the society, 
investors are also realizing that these criteria have a practical 
purpose beyond any ethical concerns. At the same time, rat-
ing agencies have started to perform ESG ratings to quantify 
hidden risks that cannot be measured by traditional finan-
cial metrics. Thus, investors are now able to avoid firms that 
engage in practices that signal a more holistically measured 
risk factor and optimize their returns in a better way. In a 2019 
poll of individual and institutional investors, over 67% of the 
respondents reported to focus on ESG factors when making 
an investment decision, and 13% of the respondents said 
they manage ESG-dedicated funds.1

GLOBAL FINANCE IN PRACTICE 1.4

EXHIBIT 1.7 The Limits of Financial Globalization

Source: Constructed by authors based on “The Limits of Financial Globalization,” Rene M. Stulz, Journal of Applied Corporate
Finance, Vol. 19, No. 1, Winter 2007, pp. 8–15.

If these influential insiders are building personal wealth over that of the firm, it will indeed result in preventing
the flow of capital across borders, currencies, and institutions to create a more open and integrated global
financial community.

There is a growing debate over whether many of the insiders and rulers of organizations with enterprises
globally are taking actions consistent with creating firm value or consistent with increasing their own
personal stakes and power.

The Twin Agency
Problems Limiting

Financial Globalization

Actions of Rulers 
of Sovereign States

Higher Firm Value
(possibly lower
insider value)

Lower Firm Value
(possibly higher
insider value)

Actions of
Corporate Insiders

elements—financial theory, global business, and management beliefs and actions—combine 
to present either the problem or the solution to the growing debate over the benefits of 
globalization to countries and cultures worldwide. And as highlighted by Global Finance in 
Practice 1.4, the objectives and responsibilities of the modern multinational enterprise have 
grown significantly more complex with these elements.

1Clermont Partners, 2019. “The Rise of “E” and “S” in ESG Investing,” June 11. https://www.clermontpartners.com/blog/the-riseof- the-
e-and-s-in-esginvesting/? utm_campaign=ESG%20Elevate&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=73583342.
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40 PART 1  Global Financial Environment

We close this chapter and open this book with the simple words of one of our colleagues 
in a recent conference on the outlook for global finance and global financial management:

Welcome to the future. This will be a constant struggle. We need leadership, citizenship, 
and dialogue.

—Donald Lessard, in Global Risk, New Perspectives and Opportunities, 2011, p. 53.

SUMMARY POINTS
 ■ The creation of value requires combining three critical 

elements: (1) an open marketplace; (2) high-quality stra-
tegic management; and (3) access to capital.

 ■ The theory of comparative advantage provides a basis 
for explaining and justifying international trade in a 
model world of free and open competition.

 ■ International financial management requires an under-
standing of cultural, historical, and institutional differ-
ences, such as those affecting corporate governance.

 ■ Although both domestic firms and MNEs are exposed 
to foreign exchange risks, MNEs alone face certain 
unique risks, such as political risks, that are not normally 
a threat to domestic operations.

 ■ MNEs strive to take advantage of imperfections in 
national markets for products, factors of production, 
and financial assets.

 ■ The decision whether or not to invest abroad is driven 
by strategic motives and may require the MNE to enter 
into global licensing agreements, joint ventures, cross-
border acquisitions, or greenfield investments.

 ■ If influential insiders in corporations and sovereign 
states pursue their own personal agendas, which may 
increase their personal power, influence, or wealth, then 
capital will not flow into these sovereign states and cor-
porations. This will, in turn, create limitations to global-
ization in finance.

Mini-Case

CROWDFUNDING KENYA1

The concept of crowdfunding has a number of parallels in 
traditional Kenyan culture. Harambee is a long-used prac-
tice of collective fundraising for an individual obligation 
like travel or medical expenses. Another Kenyan practice, 
chama, involves group fundraising for loans or investments 
by private groups. In either case, they have strong links to 
the fundamental principle of a community. In the case of 
crowdfunding, it is an online community.

Crowdfunding is an Internet-enabled method of rais-
ing capital for business startups without going through the 
arduous, costly, and time-consuming process of traditional 
equity capital fundraising. The rapid growth in crowdfund-
ing over recent years has been based primarily in the major 
industrial country markets of North America and Western 
Europe where there is a highly organized, developed, and 
deep financial sector, but a sector that often shuts out the 
small, innovative, non-traditional entrepreneur.

The concept of raising funds from a large crowd 
or group is not new. It is a technique that has been 
employed by individuals, organizations, and even govern-
ments for centuries. Beethoven and Mozart both raised 
funds for their work through pre-creation subscriptions. 
The United States and France both used an early form 
of crowdfunding fundraising to construct the Statue of 
Liberty. But crowdfunding’s real potential may now lie 
in funding new business startups in emerging markets—
markets where the capital sources and institutions avail-
able to small and medium enterprises (SMEs) within 
the country may be limited. If crowdfunding can provide 
access to capital that many entrepreneurs need, tapping 
into a larger, more affordable cross-border financial 
ecosystem, then business, economic, and social develop-
ment in the emerging markets may be able to take a great 
step forward. Kenya is one country attempting to pilot 
the effort.

1Copyright © 2015 Thunderbird School of Global Management at Arizona State University. All rights reserved. This case was prepared 
by Professor Michael H. Moffett for the purpose of classroom discussion only. The author would like to thank Sherwood Neiss of 
Crowdfunding Capital Advisors for helpful comments.
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has filled in many industrial country markets. Following 
their launch, promising businesses often pursue venture 
capital for financing rapid growth—the venture capital 
rounds. Venture capitalists (VCs) are investment firms 
focused on taking an equity position in new businesses 
that are showing revenue results, but may not yet be posi-
tive in terms of cash flow or profitability. VCs focus their 
attention on businesses that are considered to have high 
growth potential but need capital now to acquire the scale 
and assets needed to pursue the growth opportunity.

The final stage of the capital lifecycle is that of the grow-
ing and maturing company. It is only at this stage that the 
business possesses the track record of sales, profits, and cash 
flow that assure bank lenders of the creditworthiness of the 
firm. Bank loan-based debt is now accessible. It is also at 
this time that the firm may consider an initial public offering 
(IPO), to issue equity and raise capital in the marketplace.

Firms gain access to debt—bank loans—after opera-
tions have commenced and operating cash flow capability 
has been demonstrated. However, debt service obligations 
are not desirable in rapid growth businesses trying to retain 
as much capital as possible during early growth stages. If 
a business appears to have solid growth prospects, it may 
catch the eye of private equity (PE). Private equity firms 
invest in greater amounts at later stages of business devel-
opment. PE investors provide capital to businesses that are 
fully established and successful, but are in need of capital 
for growth and business strategy fulfillment. They rarely 

The Capital Lifecycle
The ability of a startup business to access affordable capi-
tal through the early stages of its lifecycle has been the 
focus of a multitude of financial innovations in the past 
two decades. But until recently, there have been a number 
of gaps in the capital lifecycle—the institutions and sources 
of capital available to an enterprise as it evolves—putting 
many startup businesses at risk.

Exhibit A illustrates the capital lifecycle of a for-profit 
enterprise. An entrepreneur—the founder—puts up his 
own money in the first stage, the proof of concept. This is 
followed by further pre-seed capital typically funded from 
friends and family, or in some cases, angel financing from 
angel investors. Angel investors are individuals or small 
groups of professional investors who invest at the earliest 
stages of business development, playing the role of a “guard-
ian angel.” The principle is to provide the capital to move 
the business opportunity further along while still protect-
ing the interests of the entrepreneurial owners. This is often 
referred to as the pre-seed stage of business development.

It is immediately after this, in the Seed Startup, that 
many firms fail to advance in their development due to 
a gap of available capital and capital providers. This gap, 
often referred to as the Valley of Death, occurs at a critical 
period in which the firm is building and moving toward 
operational launch. But without operating activities, and 
therefore revenues and cash flows, additional investors and 
access to capital is scarce. It is this gap that crowdfunding 

EXHIBIT A  The Capital Lifecycle

Capital
Structure

Time

Stage

Capital
Source

Proof
of Concept

Founder

Pre-Seed

Friends
& Family
(Angel

Financing)

Seed &
Startup

Valley
of Death

Early
Stage

Second
Stage

Venture Capital Rounds

Late
Stage

Growth & Maturity Revenue

Private Equity &
Institutional Finance

(bank loans, securitized debt,
securitized equity)

Operating Cash Flow

Profit

Startup

……All Equity ……......................................................................Introduction of Debt ……...…...........Increasing Debt …...…

— Crowdfunding —
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Bank have long used this structure successfully to fund 
entrepreneurial efforts particularly in emerging mar-
kets. The investor is typically promised repayment of 
principal, but often—as is the case of kiva.org, no pay-
ment of interest is made by the borrower or paid to 
the “investor.”

4. Equity-based. Investors gain a share of ownership in 
the project or company. These are enterprise funding 
efforts to support for-profit business development, with 
the investor receiving voting rights and the possibility 
(but not the promise) of a return on their capital. This 
is an investment, not a gift, and although the investors 
may be drawn from interested or like-minded groups, 
returns on investment are expected and therefore the 
business plan and prospects are evaluated critically.

The last two are fundraising efforts focused on business 
development, and categorically referred to as investment-
geared crowdfunding (IGCF). For longer-term sustainable 
market-based economies, it is category four—equity-based 
crowdfunding—that is thought to offer the greatest poten-
tial for economic development and employment.

Critical Requirements
There are at least three critical components to a successful 
equity-based crowdfunding initiative: (1) a well-defined 
and capable crowdsourcing ecosystem; (2) a defined solid 
business plan and competitive analysis; and (3) a motivated, 
capable, and committed entrepreneur. Crowdfunding’s true 
singular strength is the ability of a potential investment to 
reach an extended crowdfunding ecosystem—a linked 
crowd accessible via the Internet and therefore not limited 
by geography, currency, or nationality. It is based on the 
digital reach of the Internet via social networks and viral 
marketing, rather than on the traditional institutional 
structure of the financial and investment sectors in 
countries. However, given that the object of the investment 
is a for-profit business that is resident in a difficult-to-fund 
or finance marketplace, a successful ecosystem will still be 
defined by some commonality of experience, culture, 
ethnicity, or diaspora.4 As many in the crowdfunding sector 
will note, when you are raising funds for a for-profit invest-
ment anywhere in the world, relationships and linkages 
play a critical role in moving from a token “gift for a good 
cause” to an investment in a business.

Secondly, a business plan must be defined. Crowdfund-
ing is not based on the madness of crowds, but rather their 

4 “Issue Brief: Investment-Geared Crowdfunding,” CFA Institute, March 2014.

invest in a startup business, searching instead for invest-
ment opportunities that will yield higher rates of return 
than traditional investments in public companies.

Crowdfunding Principles

I believe that crowdfunding may have the potential to help 
catalyze existing efforts to create entrepreneurial cultures 
and ecosystems in developing nations. Development orga-
nizations like the World Bank and other institutions will 
play an ongoing role to act as “trusted third parties” in cre-
ating these new models of funding and providing mentor-
ship, capacity building as well as ongoing monitoring and 
reporting.

—Steve Case, Chairman and CEO, Revolution, and 
Founder, America Online2

Crowdfunding began as an online extension of the pre-
seed stage in which traditional financing relies upon friends 
and family to pool funds to finance business development. 
It seeks to connect an extended group of interested inves-
tors, still based on friends and family—the so-called crowd-
funding ecosystem—directly with startups in need of seed 
capital. It attempts to open up these funding channels by 
bypassing the traditional regulatory and institutional bar-
riers, restrictions, costs, and burdens that capital raising car-
ries in every country around the globe.

Crowdfunding structures typically fall into any one of 
four categories: donation-based, rewards-based, loan or 
debt-based, or equity-based.3

1. Donation-based. Non-profit foundations often employ 
crowdfunding methods to raise funds for causes of all 
kinds. Contributors receive nothing in return for their 
gifts other than positive emotional and intellectual 
gratification.

2. Rewards-based. In rewards-based crowdfunding efforts 
contributors receive a perk, a benefit, a T-shirt, a ticket, a 
back-stage pass, some small form of reward. One highly 
successful platform using this structure is Kickstarter, 
a U.S.-based arts and project-based fundraiser. As with 
donation-based funds, there is no guarantee of the proj-
ect’s execution or success, and no return on the invest-
ment other than a small reward, perk, or token benefit.

3. Debt-based. Debt-based or lending-based crowdfund-
ing efforts provide capital to individuals and organiza-
tions in need of growth capital in return for repayment 
of principal. Micro-finance organizations like Grameen 

2 Crowdfunding’s Potential for the Developing World, infoDev/The World Bank, by Jason Best, Sherwood Neiss, and Richard Swart, 
Crowdfunding Capital Advisors (CCA), 2013.
3 “Issue Brief: Investment-Geared Crowdfunding,” CFA Institute, March 2014.
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QUESTIONS
These questions are available in MyLab Finance.

1.1 Globalization Risks for MNEs. Was globalization 
responsible for the slowdown of MNE business dur-
ing the financial crisis of 2008?

 1.2 MNEs and Operation in Global Markets. What are 
the factors that affect the decisions of multinational 
enterprises to operate in global markets?

1.3 Eurocurrencies and Eurocurrency Markets. What 
are the major eurocurrencies? What is meant by a 
Eurocurrency market?

 1.4 Fragility of the Global Financial Marketplace. How 
has the global financial crisis exposed the fragility of 
assets and institutions of the global system?

 1.5 MNEs and LIBOR. Most MNEs either take loans 
in eurocurrencies or issue eurobonds with a floating 
coupon rate tied to the LIBOR. Explain how MNEs 
were affected by the LIBOR scandal.
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and improve lives. Co-Founder of Skynotch Energy 
Africa, Patrick Kimathi is trying to bring clean light-
ing solutions (solar lamps) for off-grid indoor lighting.

 ■ Wanda Organic. Nurture the Soil. Climate Smart Agri-
culture. Help us improve access to bio-organic fertil-
izer and biotechnology for farmers in Kenya. Marion 
Moon, founder of Wanda Organic, wants to enable 
Kenyan farmers to produce more, increase profitabil-
ity and family income, improve nutrition, and create 
new employment in rural economies, while restoring 
and strengthening the health of Kenya’s soil.

 ■ Briquette Energy Drive. Biomass Briquettes are made 
from agricultural plant waste and are a replacement 
for fossil fuels, such as oil or coal, and they burn hot-
ter, cleaner, and longer. Allan Marega is the managing 
director of Global Supply Solutions, whose goal is to 
make briquettes, the preferred replacement to char-
coal and wood fuel.

 ■ Coal Concepts. James Nyaga, Director of Strategy and 
Innovation at iCoal Concepts, wants to use recycled 
charcoal dust to make briquettes that are denser, burn 
longer, and that are odorless and smokeless, to ulti-
mately reduce indoor air pollution.

The Kenyan projects are among a number of pilot pro-
grams testing crowdfunding applications in emerging mar-
kets. Only time and experience will tell if crowdfunding 
delivers sustainable financial development for the global 
economy.

Mini-Case Questions
1. Where does crowdfunding fit in the capital lifecycle of 

business development?
2. Is crowdfunding really all that unique? What does it 

offer that traditional funding channels and institutions 
do not?

3. What is likely to differentiate successes from failures 
in emerging market crowdfunding programs?

strength in numbers, knowledge, and will. If enough small 
individual investors collectively support a startup enter-
prise, anywhere in the world, they can fund the develop-
ment and growth of the business. But to even reach the 
proposal stage at which point a crowdfunding platform will 
entertain discussions, the entrepreneur will need to have 
refined a business plan. This must include prospective prof-
itability, financial forecasts, and competitive analysis. Any 
business anywhere, needs a plan to generate sales, control 
costs, and compete if it is to eventually make a profit.

Finally, as it has been since the beginning of time, suc-
cess will only come from a truly capable and committed 
founder—the entrepreneur. Even a business which is well-
funded, well-defined, and exceptionally innovative will 
fail without an entrepreneur who is willing to roll up his 
sleeves, day after day after day, to go the extra mile (or 
kilometer) to achieve success. Whether that entrepreneur 
is named John D. Rockefeller, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Oprah 
Winfrey, J. K. Rowling, Zhang Yin, or Mark Zuckerberg, 
commitment, passion, and hunger for success must be 
ingrained in his or her DNA.

Kenyan Challenge
Kenya is not all that different from many other major 
emerging markets when it comes to business startups: a 
shortage of capital, institutions, and interest in funding 
new business development. Funding startups, particularly 
SMEs, is always challenging, even in the largest and most 
developed industrial countries. Gaining access to afford-
able capital in a country like Kenya, even with a burgeon-
ing domestic economy, is extremely difficult.

After a series of successive rounds of evaluation and 
competition, four crowdfunding projects were identified for 
a pilot program by infoDev of the World Bank Group, work-
ing through its Kenya Climate Innovation Center (KICC) 
with the support of Crowdfund Capital Advisors (CCA).

 ■ Lighting Up Kenya. Join the Solar Generation cre-
ation in Kenya. Help us extinguish kerosene lamps 
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